The application of mitoxantrone (MIT) in cancer therapy has been severely limited by its inherent drawbacks. In addition, effective cancer therapy calls for drug release systems capable of enforcing drug release within cancer cells in response to infinite stimulant with enhanced drug penetration capability. Methods: MIT-preloaded phospholipid-amorphous calcium carbonate hybrid nanoparticles (PL/ACC-MIT) that surface modified with PL shell (containing shielding polymer polyethylene glycol and targeting moiety folic acid) were prepared by a facile solvent-diffusion method. Results: It has been proven that the resulting PL/ACC-MIT nanoparticles demonstrated satisfactory stability against various aqueous environments with minimal drug leakage and exerted strong targeting capability but selective preference to the folate receptor-overexpressing cell line. In contrast, once exposed to the enzyme-abundant and acidic environments of cancer cells, the PL/ACC-MIT nanoparticles can readily decompose to facilitate quick drug release and enhanced drug penetration to yield preferable antitumor effect both in vitro and in vivo. Conclusion: In this study, MIT-preloaded water-responsive hybrid nanoparticles with increased stability, targetability, controlled drug release, and enhanced drug penetration were successfully developed, which might be a candidate for targeted and effective cancer therapy.
Introduction
Currently, cancer remains one of the most lethal diseases around the world requiring unremitting efforts. 1 Among the most widely adopted antitumor drugs, mitoxantrone (MIT) is a chemotherapeutic agent that can intercalate into DNA or RNA through hydrogen bonding to induce cross-links and strand breaks. Furthermore, MIT can also facilitate topoisomerase II inhibition as well as mitochondrial pathway inhibition.
that requires additional efforts. 8, 9 Many currently available DDSs usually suffer from ineffective drug release whereby high local drug levels cannot translate into sufficiently available drug levels. 10 For some responsive ones, drug release might be impaired due to the consumption of corresponding stimulants (such as H + and glutathione) 11, 12 during the release process. This calls for a new and effective approach that enforces drug release in the cancer cells in response to some infinite stimulants. Moreover, it has been found that normal DDSs are predominantly located near the blood vessels and only delivered to the cells on the tumor periphery, which is primarily attributed to the physiological barriers of the solid tumor that impedes the uniform distribution of anticancer drugs throughout the tumor in a therapeutic concentration. 13 Calcium carbonate as a naturally nontoxic inorganic biomaterial has multiple intrinsic advantages that are suitable for broad biomedical applications.
14 It can be divided into crystallized and amorphous categories based on its polymorph. Unlike crystallized calcium carbonate which usually is in the micrometer range, nanosized amorphous calcium carbonate (ACC) can be more readily obtained by various simple methods. 15, 16 The phenomenon that ACC will dissolve and/or transfer polymorph in water has generally been recognized as the major obstacle for its extended application in nanomedicine. 16 However, in our view, if this characteristic can be preserved and yet be realized specifically within targeted sites, it would be beneficial to enforce drug release within cells in a water-responsive manner.
The use of organic-inorganic hybrid nanocarriers for controlled release of antitumor drugs has gained great interest, in particular to improve the selectivity and efficacy of drugs. [17] [18] [19] Compared with single carriers, hybrid nanocarriers built upon the success of traditional platforms with further optimizations in material, size, and structural properties could greatly improve the therapeutic potential. 20, 21 The development of phospholipid (PL)-calcium carbonate hybrid nanoparticles would be one such example, as it combines the merits of nanostructured lipid carriers and calcium carbonate, both of which have been extensively evaluated in many previous studies. 14, 22 Hybrid nanoparticles comprise a drug-preloaded ACC core surrounded by a lipid layer that might be a promising platform to satisfy the requirements for employing ACC as a DDS. The lipid layer provides a biocompatible and water-resistant coating that enhances residence time in the bloodstream and preserves the water-responsive nature of ACC, while also acting as a diffusional barrier against potential drug leakage. Moreover, the lipid layer could be further modified with various shielding or targeting moieties by self-assembly, which has unique advantages including flexibility, convenience, and mild preparation compared with chemical reactions. 23, 24 In our study, MIT was preloaded into ACC during the synthesis process (ACC-MIT). The obtained ACC-MIT nanoparticles were then coated with PL, during which shielding polymer polyethylene glycol (PEG) and targeting moiety folic acid (FA) were inserted into the PL shell of the asprepared hybrid nanoparticles in one-pot approach to finally construct a hybrid platform (PL/ACC-MIT) for targeted and effective cancer therapy. Compared with the currently available targeted platforms, 1, 25 the PL/ACC-MIT nanoparticles were expected to possess similar tumor homing capability with controllable water-responsive nature that can degrade to burst release the loaded drug molecules specifically in tumor cells and achieve deep tumor penetration. The ability to synthesize a hybrid water-responsive version of the established lipid and calcium carbonate platforms can ultimately enhance their applicability across a wide range of scientific fields.
Materials and methods Materials
Ammonium carbonate ((NH 4 ) 2 CO 3 ) and anhydrous calcium chloride (CaCl 2 ) were purchased from Sinopharm Chemical Reagent Co, Ltd (Shanghai, China). MIT was a gift from Dalian Meilun Biotech Co, Ltd (Dalian, China). PL (S100) and 1,2-distearoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine-N-(methoxy[polyethylene glycol]-2000) (DSPE-PEG 2000 ) were obtained from Lipoid GmbH (Ludwigshafen, German). DSPE-PEG-FA (35,000 Da) was obtained from Ponsure Biotechnology (Shanghai, China). LysoTracker Blue, Fluo-4 AM, fluorescein diacetate (FDA), propidium iodide (PI), and 1,1′-dioctadecyl-3,3,3′,3′-tetramethyl indotricarbocyanine iodide (DiR) were obtained from Thermo Fisher Scientific (Waltham, MA, USA). All other chemicals and reagents otherwise stated were from Sinopharm Chemical Reagent Co, Ltd and of analytical grade.
cell culture
HeLa (human cervical carcinoma) was a gift from Dr Pengfei Cui (China Pharmaceutical University) and use of the gifted cell was approved by the institutional review board of the College of Pharmaceutical Sciences (Zhejiang University, China). A549 (human lung carcinoma) and NIH3T3 (mouse embryonic fibroblast) cell lines were purchased from the Institute of Biochemistry and Cell Biology (Shanghai, China). 
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Wang et al (Hyclone Laboratories, Logan, UT, USA), 100 U/mL penicillin, and 100 µg/mL streptomycin (Beyotime Institute of Biotechnology, Jiangsu, China) in a humidified atmosphere of 95% air/5% CO 2 in an incubator (Thermo Forma 311; Thermo Fisher Scientific) at 37°C. All experiments were performed on cells in the logarithmic phase of growth.
Multicellular tumor spheroid (McTs) model
A 96-well plate (Corning Incorporated, Corning, NY, USA) was first covered with autoclaved agarose solution (1.5%, w/v) at 50 µL/well and then cooled to room temperature. Mixed HeLa and NIH3T3 cells (1:1) were seeded at a density of 2×10 3 cells/well and incubated for 4 days to grow into MCTS. The formation of MCTS was monitored using an optical microscope (TE2000-S; Nikon Corporation, Tokyo, Japan).
animal model
Female New Zealand rabbits (5-7 months, 2.5 kg) and BALB/c nude mice (4-5 weeks, 16 g) purchased from Shanghai Laboratory Animal Center (China) were maintained at 22°C±2°C with access to food and water ad libitum. All animal experiments were approved by the Animal Care and Use Committee of Zhejiang University in accordance with the guidelines for the care and use of laboratory animals. Single HeLa or HeLa/A549 co-bearing tumor xenograft model was established according to a previous report with minor modifications. 26 Briefly, suspensions of HeLa (1×10 7 ) or A549 (2×10 6 ) cells in 100 µL of PBS (0.01 M, pH 7.4) were inoculated subcutaneously in the flank of nude mice. Tumor sizes were measured using a vernier caliper, and tumor volumes were calculated as V=a 2 ×b/2 mm 3 (a: minor axis; b: major axis).
synthesis of acc-MIT nanoparticles
ACC-MIT nanoparticles were synthesized in accordance with a previous report with some modifications. 16 Briefly, CaCl 2 (200 mg) and MIT (4 mg/mL) were dissolved in absolute ethanol (100 mL). The mixture was transferred into a glass bottle and covered by parafilm with several pores. The bottle was then left in a desiccator along with two glass bottles of (NH 4 ) 2 CO 3 and one glass bottle of concentrated sulfuric acid at 20°C. After vapor diffusion reaction overnight, the products were centrifuged (Allegra 64R; Beckman Coulter, Brea, CA, USA; 8,000 rpm, 10 minutes), rinsed several times, and then re-dispersed in a proper amount of absolute ethanol. Drug-free ACC nanoparticles were prepared in the same way without MIT.
Preparation of Pl/acc-MIT
The ACC-MIT nanoparticles were then dispersed into mixed solution (ethanol:chloroform =1, v/v) containing PL (PL:ACC-MIT =1, w/w) and stirred at 37°C for 24 hours. After that, the mixture was centrifuged at 3,000 rpm for 10 minutes to remove unbounded free PL. The mixture was then subjected to rotary evaporation under vacuum at 50°C for 30 minutes, followed by vacuum drying in a desiccator for 6 hours to form a dried film on the bottle wall and to thoroughly remove the organic solvent. The film was dissolved in absolute ethanol, to which 20% (w/w to PL) of DSPE-PEG and DSPE-PEG-FA (1:1, w/w) were added. The mixed solution was then injected (via an injection syringe) into water under moderate stirring at a volume ratio of 1:9 (ethanol:water). The obtained PL/ACC-MIT nanoparticles underwent further dialysis against distilled water (EMD Millipore, Billerica, MA, USA) for 4 hours (molecular weight cutoff [MWCO]: 7 kDa, 2 L×6) with gentle agitation to remove unloaded drugs, followed by storage at 4°C until further use. Drug-free PL/ACC nanoparticles were prepared in the same way using ACC nanoparticles. The nanoparticles adopted in the following experiments all incorporated FA modification unless otherwise stated.
Morphology, particle size, zeta potential, and drug loading
The morphology and particle size of different nanoparticles were observed by transmission electron microscopy (TEM). Briefly, a drop of nanoparticle solution was deposited on a lacy carbon-coated cupper grid. The excess solution was removed by a piece of filter paper. The sample was air dried and observed under a TEM system (JEM-1200; JEOL, Tokyo, Japan) at an accelerating voltage of 80 kV. Moreover, the comparative particle size and zeta potential were further determined by a particle sizer (Nano S90; Malvern Instruments Ltd, Malvern, UK) and zeta analyzer (Litesizer 500; Anton Paar, Austria), respectively. The obtained nanoparticles were dissolved in a mixed solution of ethanol and HCl (ethanol:0.6 M HCl, 1:1, v/v). The drug loading content was determined by HPLC (Agilent 1100 series; Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA, USA) using the following conditions. The mobile phase was a mixed solution of 0.3% aqueous sodium 1-heptanesulfonate (adjusted to pH =2 by phosphoric acid) and acetonitrile (72:28, v/v). The flow rate was 1.0 mL/min, the detection wavelength was set at 240 nm, and the column was Agilent ZORBAX 300 SB-C18 column (4.6×250 mm, 5 µm) with a column temperature of 40°C. 27 The drug loading content and encapsulation efficiency of PL/ACC-MIT were determined using the following equations: stability and hemolysis studies ACC-MIT and PL/ACC-MIT nanoparticles were incubated with mouse plasma at 37°C for 2 hours. Moreover, PL/ACC-MIT nanoparticles were incubated with PBS (0.01 M, pH 7.4) or mouse plasma at 37°C for 48 hours. Samples were measured at different time intervals and changes in particle size were recorded. For the hemolysis assay, red blood cells (RBCs) were first obtained from a New Zealand rabbit and diluted to 2% suspension with saline solution. The PL/ACC-MIT nanoparticles were added into 2% RBCs suspension with the same volume to achieve the designated concentrations (0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1 mg/mL) and incubated at 37°C for 1 hour. RBCs suspension was also incubated with saline and distilled water under the same condition as negative (0% hemolysis) and positive controls (100% hemolysis), respectively. Thereafter, all the samples were centrifuged at 3,000 rpm for 10 minutes and the absorption values (represented as the counts of released hemoglobin) of the same volume of supernatants were measured at 545 nm by an ultraviolet spectrophotometer (TU-1810; Purkinje General Instrument Co, Beijing, China). 28 
Drug release
The drug release profile of ACC-MIT and PL/ACC-MIT was investigated by dialysis method. 29 Briefly, samples (containing 50 µg MIT) were placed into individual dialysis bags (MWCO: 7 KDa) and immersed in plastic tubes containing 50 mL of phosphate buffer with pH of 7.4 and 5.5, respectively. The plastic tubes were fixed in a thermostatic shaker (HZQ-C; Haerbin Dongming Medical Instrument Factory, Haerbin, China) at 37°C with a stirring speed of 100 rpm. At predetermined time intervals, 200 µL of the buffer solution within the tubes was withdrawn for analysis and replaced with an equal volume of fresh medium. The drug concentration was determined by HPLC as mentioned earlier.
In vitro targeting assay
To evaluate the cellular uptake of folate-modified PL/ACC-MIT nanoparticles in HeLa and A549 cell lines, 0.1% (w/w of PL) of the fluorescent probe coumarin-6 (C6) was loaded into the lipid matrix of PL/ACC-MIT nanoparticles during the preparation procedure. HeLa and A549 cells were seeded onto 35-mm glass-bottom culture dishes (Corning Incorporated) at a density of 1×10 5 cells/well and cultured overnight for 50%-60% confluence. The primary media were replaced by fresh serum-free medium containing PL/ACC-MIT nanoparticles. After 2, 4, and 8 hours of incubation, the cells were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde (15 minutes), followed by staining with DAPI (1 µg/mL) for 15 minutes. Samples were subjected to confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM, IX83-FV3000-OSR; Olympus Corporation, Tokyo, Japan) observations.
Drug localization
HeLa cells were seeded onto 35-mm glass-bottom culture dishes and cultured as described earlier. Thereafter, the primary culture media were removed and replaced with an equal volume of serum-free medium containing PL/ACC-MIT nanoparticles (final MIT concentration: 1 µg/mL). At a predetermined co-incubation time, the cells were observed and imaged under CLSM.
Intracellular trafficking
Cells cultured under the same condition as described earlier were adopted. To observe the intracellular trafficking of PL/ACC-MIT nanoparticles, the cells were first incubated with Hank's balanced salt solution (HBSS) containing PL/ACC-MIT nanoparticles at 37°C for 4 hours. At the end of incubation, Fluo-4 AM (5 µM) and LysoTracker Blue (50 nM) were added for incubation with cells for 30 and 15 minutes, respectively. Afterwards, the cells were rinsed with fresh HBSS and then subjected to CLSM observation.
Drug penetration study
Tumor spheroids were incubated with free MIT or PL/ACC-MIT nanoparticles at the MIT concentration of 2 µg/mL for 24 hours, respectively. Then, the tumor spheroids were washed thrice with ice-cold PBS, fixed with paraformaldehyde for 30 minutes, and placed in cavity microscope slides. The images of the tumor spheroids were acquired by tomoscan using Z-stack imaging with 5 µm intervals from the middle of the spheroid to the bottom by CLSM.
When the tumor volume reached 200 mm 3 , the HeLa tumor-bearing nude mice were intratumorally administered with free MIT or PL/ACC-MIT nanoparticles at the same dose of MIT at a fixed depth of needling insertion (2 mm under the tumor surface), respectively. At 24 hours postinjection, the tumors were collected, washed by PBS, and sliced from the top of the tumor to the end by cryotomy. The slices were stained with DAPI and then observed by CLSM.
In vitro cytotoxicity
For the cell viability measurements, 200 µL of DMEM containing HeLa cells (1×10 4 cells/mL) was seeded in 96-well plates (Corning Incorporated) and allowed to culture overnight. The media were discarded and all wells were washed twice with fresh PBS. Subsequently, 200 µL of serum-free medium was added to each well, in which MIT or nanoparticles were diluted to achieve the designated concentrations. After proper incubation, the cell viability was assessed with the standard MTT assay. 30 Briefly, the medium was replaced with an equal volume of fresh medium containing 5 mg/mL MTT and incubated for 4 hours at 37°C. Then, MTT was removed, and cells were lysed with dimethyl sulfoxide with stirring for 15 minutes on a microtiter plate shaker. The cell viability was estimated according to the absorption values determined by a microplate reader (model 680; Bio-Rad Laboratories Inc, Hercules, CA, USA) at the wavelength of 570 nm. To visualize the cell viability, paralleled cells were incubated with FDA and PI (final concentration 50 µg/mL) for 10 minutes. Afterwards, the cells were rinsed with PBS carefully and then subjected to optical or fluorescence observation (TE2000-S; Nikon Corporation).
MCTSs with diameters of 300-400 µm were divided into four groups (n=3). The selected spheroids were treated with fresh medium containing free MIT or PL/ACC-MIT nanoparticles (MIT concentration 2 µg/mL). Untreated MCTS was employed as control. The spheroids were allowed to continue to incubate at 37°C for 6 days. The diameter of the spheroids was recorded at predetermined intervals using an optical microscope.
In vivo tumor targeting assay
For the in vivo imaging analysis, near-infrared (NIR) probe DiR (100 µg for 5 mg carriers) was dissolved in the organic solvent and loaded into the lipid matrix of PL/ACC-MIT nanoparticles during the preparation procedure. Subsequently, DiR-loaded PL/ACC-MIT nanoparticles were intravenously injected into the tumor-bearing nude mice (tumor volume 200 mm 3 ) at a dose of 50 µg DiR/kg to investigate their biodistribution and tumor targeting efficacy (n=3). At 6, 12, and 36 hours postinjection, the NIR fluorescent images were captured at an excitation wavelength of 740 nm and an emission wavelength from 740 to 950 nm using an in vivo imaging system (Maestro In-vivo Imaging System, Cambridge Research & Instrumentation, Cambridge, MA, USA). After living imaging, mice were sacrificed, and the main organs and tumor tissues were excised for ex vivo imaging using the same imaging system.
In vivo antitumor assay
The in vivo antitumor efficacy of free PL/ACC-MIT was evaluated on HeLa tumor xenograft models. Mice were randomly divided into three groups (n=3), and intravenously injected with saline, free MIT, or PL/ACC-MIT nanoparticles (MIT concentration 2.5 mg/kg). The initial day of administration was defined as day 0, and administration was then repeated once every 2 days over a 14-day therapeutic period. The tumor volume of mice was measured before administration. On day 14, mice in each group were randomly selected and euthanized. The tumors were collected, weighed, washed with saline thrice, and fixed in 10% formalin. Formalin-fixed main organs and tumors were embedded in paraffin blocks to prepare sections and then subjected to TUNEL staining. Tissue images were captured with an optical microscope.
Results and discussion

Preparation of nanoparticles
ACC can readily be prepared using ethanol as the reaction medium and ammonium carbonate as the source of CO 2 . (NH4) 2 CO 3 continuously decomposes into NH 3 and CO 2 . The CO 2 can again dissolve in ethanol in which it will react with Ca 2+ to form ACC. MIT was preloaded into ACC to form ACC-MIT nanoparticles during the synthesis process. However, NH 3 can also dissolve in ethanol to alkalize the solution. Our experience has shown that MIT can easily precipitate in alkaline ethanol. As a result, a glass bottle of sulfuric acid was added to adsorb the generated NH 3 to maintain the stability of MIT and facilitate the reaction. Finally, the obtained ACC-MIT nanoparticles were modified with PL (including the proper amount of DSPE-PEG and/or DSPE-PEG-FA) in a one-pot approach to finally construct the hybrid nanoparticles (PL/ACC-MIT). The lipid layer provides a biocompatible and water-resistant coating that enhances the residence time in the bloodstream and preserves the water-responsive nature of ACC. The formation of PL/ACC-MIT nanoparticles from ACC nanoparticles was verified by Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR; Figure 1A ). The FTIR spectrum of ACC, MIT, and ACC-MIT nanoparticles was first recorded. According to previous reports, bands at 864 and 
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Wang et al 1,075 cm −1 could be attributed to out-of-plane bending and symmetric stretch in the non-centrosymmetric structures of ACC. 31 The splitting peaks at 1,417 and 1,474 cm −1 can be assigned to the asymmetric stretch of the carbonate ions. Those bands are considered to be typical characteristics of ACC vibrations. 32 On the other hand, the band at around 1,635 cm −1 and the broad band at around above 3,000 cm
were attributed to vibrations of structural water molecules of ACC. 33 Besides, the ACC nanoparticles prepared in our study have only one symmetric stretch at around 1,075 cm ; as a result, it can be identified as proto-calcite ACC that is prone to transform to calcite upon water irritation. 34 ACC-MIT showed both the characteristic peaks of ACC and MIT (the cycle in Figure 1A indicated the characteristic peak of 
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Wang et al MIT in ACC-MIT), indicating the successful loading of MIT into ACC. Pure PL displayed characteristics of asymmetric and symmetric methylene vibration bands at 2,926 and 2,850 cm −1 . 35 As expected, the same bands also appeared clearly at around 2,926 and 2,850 cm −1 in PL-modified ACC nanoparticles, which indicated the existence of long-chain aliphatic groups, suggesting the successful preparation of PL/ACC-MIT nanoparticles. The drug loading content calculated by HPLC was 4.58% for PL/ACC-MIT (encapsulation efficiency: 91.36%).
In our study, TEM observation ( Figure 1B) revealed that the as-prepared PL/ACC-MIT particles were spherical and nanosized with distinct boundaries and a diameter of ~80 nm. The size distribution of nanoparticles dispersed in ethanol was measured by dynamic light scattering (DLS), which demonstrated that the obtained ACC nanoparticles were narrowly distributed at ~80 nm with a polydispersity index of 0.056. According to both TEM and DLS, after being modified with PL and DSPE-PEG, the resulting PL/ACC-MIT nanoparticles showed an increase in size compared to that of bare ACC-MIT nanoparticles. Both nanoparticles formed transparent solutions with an easily observed Tyndall effect (an incident light beam through the nanoparticle solution, inserted images), indicating that they were stable colloidal systems.
It has been demonstrated that the zeta potential of calcium carbonate particles is strongly related to the concentration of Ca 2+ ions in the synthesis process. 36 The as-prepared ACC-MIT nanoparticles were generated in the presence of excess Ca 2+ ions. As a result, additional Ca 2+ was absorbed on the surface of the ACC-MIT nanoparticles, resulting in a positive zeta potential. 37 According to the results obtained by a Zetasizer ( Figure 1C) , the ACC-MIT nanoparticles were positively charged, with a mean zeta potential of +16.32±0.74 mV (n=3), which was consistent with a previous report. 38 After locking and modification, the PL/ACC-MIT nanoparticles exhibited a negative zeta potential of −10.19±0.74 mV (n=3). This could be attributed to the presence of hydroxyl and carboxyl groups in PL and DSPE-PEG. The reversal in surface zeta potential from positive to negative was decisive evidence that proved that the ACC-MIT nanoparticles were successfully modified with PL and DSPE-PEG.
The current understanding of the fate of a drug delivery vector as a foreign material introduced into the circulatory system underlines the formation of surface protein corona with plasma proteins. 39 The subsequent destiny of the drug delivery vectors is critically dependent on the amount and identity of the adsorbed proteins. In general, protein adsorption will result in increased particle size, which may in part alter their in vivo accumulation behavior. Strong adsorption may further lead to aggregation or even blockage. Moreover, opsonin-decorated nanoparticles usually suffer from premature elimination and/or excretion due to the triggering of phagocytosis. 40, 41 As a result, plasma protein adsorption should be avoided if successful drug delivery is to be realized. PL with amphipathicity can greatly improve the colloidal stability of the modified nanoparticles to prevent neighboring particles from aggregating, while PEG modification is among the most widely adopted approaches to overcome the adsorption of plasma proteins. 42 The combination of both methods is expected to repel protein absorption via steric repulsion forces. 41, 43 In order to verify our assumption, both ACC-MIT and PL/ACC-MIT nanoparticles were incubated in mouse plasma at 37°C for 2 hours and the change in nanoparticle size was recorded. As displayed in Figure 1D , the size of the ACC-MIT nanoparticles immediately increased from an average size of ~100 nm to over 500 nm and unstably fluctuated with relatively large SD during the whole incubation time. Conversely, no aggregation was detected for PL/ACC-MIT nanoparticles and the average size of the particles remained unchanged at ~100 nm with small SD value. Further investigation of the long-term stability (inset image in Figure 1D ) also confirmed this observation. It was noted that both the dissolution and crystal transition behaviors of bare ACC-MIT nanoparticles in aqueous solution, as well as their strong protein absorption ability (as demonstrated in the above assays), would compromise their capacity to deliver drugs. Furthermore, drastic variation in the particle size to the microscale also attests to their proposed drug delivery function as nanoparticles because the in vivo fate of microscale nanoparticles is quite different from that of nanoscale ones. As a result, the increased aqueous stability of PL/ACC-MIT nanoparticles was believed to be beneficial for their overall performance as a DDS in vivo.
hemolysis and drug release
The first and foremost requirement of DDSs intended to be administered in vivo, by any mode, and for any biomedical application, is that they should be safe. Moreover, the DDSs should not induce any adverse reaction, such as hemolysis, during the whole process. As a result, hemolysis of PL/ACC-MIT nanoparticles was investigated as a safety guide for its potential medicinal application. As shown in Figure 2A , PL/ ACC-MIT nanoparticles displayed neglectable hemolysis (merely 1.46%) at the highest concentration of 1 mg/mL. Considering that when applied in vivo, the nanoparticle concentration would be diluted to a much lower level compared with ones being tested in our study, we concluded that the as-prepared PL/ACC-MIT nanoparticles were relatively safe without inducing noticeable hemolysis, which holds great promise to benefit therapeutic effects in vivo. 25 Afterwards, a release experiment using phosphate buffers of different pH values was conducted to fully study the drug release profile of PL/ACC-MIT nanoparticles under different intracorporeal conditions. The classic dialysis method with time intervals up to 24 hours was employed. As shown in Figure 2B , in both aqueous solutions, burst MIT release from ACC-MIT nanoparticles within the initiation phase was observed, which might be ascribed to water-induced dissolution and/or phase transition, as reported previously. 16 Furthermore, the cumulative release percentage increased with a decrease in pH value, as acidic solutions (pH 5.5) resulted in more drastic drug release than the neutral one (pH 7.4), which indicated that ACC nanoparticles still possess the acid-sensitive nature of calcium carbonate. It was noted that compared with ACC-MIT nanoparticles under the same conditions, PL/ACC-MIT nanoparticles showed a much more retarded drug release profile. For example, in phosphate buffer of pH 7.4, merely 21% of the drug was released over 24 hours, suggesting that the proposed drug locking and ACC preserving effect was well realized. In addition, unlike ACC-MIT nanoparticles, decreasing the pH value to 5.5 increased the drug release in PL/ACC-MIT nanoparticles to merely 30.3%, revealing that the acid-sensitive nature of ACC might also be suppressed due to its isolation from the exterior medium. This can be an advantage for PL/ACC-MIT nanoparticles to serve as a versatile DDS in extended applications (for example, withstanding the harsh environments of oral administration).
In vitro targeting
DDSs that are intended for cancer therapy require versatile capabilities to bypass the multiple extracellular barriers that lie between administration and the target sites. Despite satisfactory stability, the facile modification of lipid carriers has elicited research toward integrating active-targeting moieties into the system for improved tumor homing ability both in vitro and in vivo. The membrane-bound folate receptor (FR) is overexpressed in a wide range of human cancers but is generally absent in most normal tissues. 26 FA is a small, high-affinity ligand of FR. As one of the most widely studied targeting moieties, FA is considered a reliable choice over other counterparts due to its ease of modification, favorable tumor homing properties, and reduced probability of immunogenicity. 44 To investigate the in vitro targeting potential of DSPE-PEG-FA-modified hybrid nanoparticles, HeLa as an FR-overexpressing cell line and A549 as an FR-deficient cell line 45 were employed in our study. C6 as a model fluorescent molecule was loaded to the nanoparticles, and the endocytosis kinetics were monitored by CLSM. As shown in Figure 3A , CLSM revealed bright green fluorescence signals in the cytoplasm of both HeLa and A549 cells, which was attributed to C6, indicating that the C6-loaded nanoparticles successfully entered the cells. The fluorescence signal gradually became stronger as a function of time, indicating that the intracellular uptake of the nanoparticles was time 
In vitro drug localization
After entry into the cells, drug delivery vectors without responsive properties are usually retarded within the cytoplasm, and their drug release follows slow gradient-diffusion 
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Wang et al behavior. 46 As an antitumor effect can only be realized above the minimal therapeutic concentration, drug and vector overdose are usually required for these drug delivery vectors in order to reach the minimal therapeutic concentration, which further causes metabolic burden and even potential toxicity to the body. To determine the intracellular drug release profile of PL/ACC-MIT nanoparticles, the time-dependent drug localization in HeLa cells was investigated. As illustrated in Figure 3B , the accumulation of MIT in the cell nucleus occurred in a time-dependent manner, while significantly enhanced signal in the nucleus was obtained at 4 hours post-incubation ( Figure 4B ), which was further confirmed by the calculation of Pearson correlation index. As shown in Figure 3C , the Pearson correlation index increased as a function of incubation time, which suggested that MIT in the nucleus was positively related to time. Only free MIT molecules can enter the nuclei and are prone to remaining in the nuclei instead of the plasma, 47 suggesting that quite a number of MIT molecules loaded to PL/ACC-MIT nanoparticles were released in the free form after internalization. The clearly observed MIT signals in the nuclei, in contrast to the negligible extracellular drug release within 4 hours in the drug release assay, also suggested that intracellular drug release of PL/ACC-MIT nanoparticles might follow a different and faster mechanism.
To seek the reasons responsible for the change in release behavior of the PL/ACC-MIT nanoparticles, intracellular trafficking of PL/ACC-MIT nanoparticles in HeLa ( Figure 3D ) cells at 4 hours post-incubation was investigated. The endolysosomes stained with LysoTracker Blue were perfectly merged with red dots indicating the location of PL/ACC-MIT nanoparticles, suggesting that endocytosis of the PL/ACC-MIT nanoparticles was regulated by the endolysosomes ( Figure 3E ). We also noted that the green dots indicating Fluo-4 AM, which implied the decomposition of calcium carbonate, were observed in some endolysosomes, revealing the preliminary conclusion that the decomposition of PL/ACC-MIT nanoparticles occurred as early as in the endolysosomes. According to an earlier report, the endolysosome is responsible for the transport and degradation of exogenous components. The maturation of endolysosomes is always accompanied by successive decreases in pH and the activation of various enzymes. 26 It was inferred that the acid-activated esterase within endolysosomes might have deshielded the lipid components (PL and DSPE-PEG) from the PL/ACC-MIT nanoparticles and exposed the 
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In vivo targeting
To monitor the in vivo distribution of PL/ACC-MIT nanoparticles, the real-time performance of DiR-loaded PL/ACC-MIT nanoparticles was investigated on a xenograft model co-bearing HeLa and A549 tumors. As displayed in Figure 4A , the fluorescence signal at the tumor tissue was clearly observed at merely 6 hours after injection. The accumulation of nanoparticles in the tumor tissues was further enhanced as a function of time. It was inferred that the PEG-modified nanoparticles (PL/ACC-MIT) had a long-circulating property, preventing premature excretion and allowing them to take advantage of the abnormal tumor vasculature, which contributed to consistently targeting the tumor tissue via the enhanced permeability and retention (EPR) effect. Moreover, PL/ACC-MIT nanoparticles modified with FA showed preferable accumulation in the HeLa tumor over the A549 tumor, which was consistent with previous reports that HeLa cells overexpressing FR can have higher affinity for FA-decorated nanoparticles. 26, 45 An ex vivo study of nanoparticle distribution ( Figure 4B ) in the main organs and tumor tissues also confirmed the conclusion that PL/ACC-MIT nanoparticles showed a strong tumor targeting property with preferable accumulation in FR expressing tumor tissues. The comparative in vivo distribution of free DiR and DiR-loaded PL/ACC-MIT nanoparticles in the HeLa tumor-bearing model further provided additional proof for the preferable tumor targeting property of PL/ACC-MIT ( Figure 4C and D) .
Tumor penetration
Solid tumors are characterized by an abnormal tumor vasculature and a dense tumor extracellular matrix. 48, 49 It has been found that nanoparticles accumulated via the EPR effect are predominantly located near the blood vessels. 50 As a result, the loaded drugs are usually delivered to the cells in the tumor periphery, which impedes uniform distribution of the antitumor drugs throughout the tumor in a therapeutic concentration. As a result, the tumor penetration capability of DDSs is vital for the final antitumor outcome. The MCTS mimicking a solid tumor in vivo was employed as a model. The MIT fluorescence at different depths of MCTS (z-axis) was scanned and recorded by CLSM ( Figure 5A ). The drug penetration of free MIT vs PL/ACC-MIT nanoparticles was investigated. As shown in Figure 5A , the drug in the PL/ACC-MIT group penetrates more deeply into the MCTS, as the MIT signal could still be clearly observed even at 60 µm below the maximum cross-section. In contrast, the free MIT group only accumulated at the periphery of the MCTS with greatly declined intensity when the depth exceeded 15 µm. This conclusion was further verified by studying the distribution of nanoparticles from superficial to in-depth of the tumor tissue ( Figure 5B ). PL/ACC-MIT nanoparticles were observed to potentiate MIT distribution into the deep tumor tissue, as the MIT signal could still be observed even at 600 µm below the superficial layer. Conversely, free MIT fluorescence decreased significantly after applying free MIT from the surface layer to 400 µm, and barely no MIT signal could be observed below a depth of 600 µm. Overall, PL/ ACC-MIT nanoparticles were capable of delivering their drug cargo from the exterior to the interior of the solid tumor. It was inferred that when the PL/ACC-MIT nanoparticles entered the tumor cells, the enzymes within could disintegrate the PL corona and expose their ACC-MIT core, which consequently exerted its water-responsive function to realize effective MIT release in cancer cells. A high dose of MIT was expected to induce apoptosis and cytotoxicity to kill cancer cells. Afterwards, the exposed PL/ACC-MIT nanoparticles that were liberated from the dead or dying cells continued to respond to the ubiquitous aqueous environment in the MCTS and released MIT, inducing severe cytotoxicity in the neighboring cells, which might contribute to the enhanced drug penetration into the deep MCTS.
In vitro antitumor activity
In an attempt to investigate the antitumor effect of the PL/ ACC-MIT nanoparticles, the cell viability of HeLa cells treated with different formulations at various MIT concentrations was recorded using the MTT assay for up to 48 hours. Prior to this, the cell viability of drug-free nanoparticles was assessed to exclude the influence of the carriers. In line with our expectation, PL/ACC ( Figure 6A ) nanoparticles showed negligible cytotoxicity (cell viability over 80%) even after being incubated with HeLa cells for 48 hours at a concentration of 200 µg/mL, which suggested that the cytotoxic effect in the following assay was caused by the released MIT. As shown in Figure 6B , in the case of free MIT, due to its fast intercalation with nuclear DNA base pairs, a strong cytotoxic effect was achieved in a short time at a low drug concentration, and this effect was further enhanced along with decreased cell viability, which positively correlated with incubation time and concentration. 51 The PL/ACC-MIT 
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Wang et al nanoparticles exerted a comparable cytotoxic effect to that of free MIT under the same conditions, which might be due to their effective drug release ability (water responsive + pH responsive) within cells. This conclusion was further supported by optical and fluorescence observations ( Figure 6C ). The cytotoxicity to the MCTS model was further assessed to demonstrate the desirable in vitro cytotoxicity of PL/ ACC-MIT nanoparticles. Unlike the saline group, which showed continuous growth in the MCTS volume, the group treated with PL/ACC-MIT nanoparticles showed the best cytotoxicity effect with decreased MCTS volume at the end of the test, which was even better than that in the free MIT group (Figure 6D and E) . It was inferred that the strong cytotoxicity of the PL/ACC-MIT nanoparticles could induce immediate apoptosis to the superficial cells and then infiltrate into the next layer to repeat this process, similar to "peeling an onion" layer by layer, which offered an efficient approach to penetrate into deep tissue to achieve uniform distribution of MIT and was beneficial for enhanced antitumor outcomes. The above-mentioned in vitro cytotoxicity assays added 
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Wang et al additional evidence to prove that the rapid drug release of PL/ACC-MIT nanoparticles within cancer cells was successfully realized and was advantageous in cancer therapy since it enables the drug to fully exert its cytotoxicity function.
In vivo antitumor assay
The in vivo antitumor assay of PL/ACC-MIT nanoparticles against different formulations was conducted on HeLa oxgraft with saline as a control. As expected, the tumor volume in the saline group showed unmanageable growth that finally crossed 1,000 mm 3 at the end of the test ( Figure 7A ). In contrast, the other three MIT formulations showed certain antitumor effect as the growth curve of the tumors was suppressed. In detail, PL/ACC-MIT nanoparticles exerted the most preferable outcome with a final tumor volume of 302.09±16.13 mm 3 , which was superior to that of free MIT. As illustrated in Figure 7B , the histologic sections assessed by the TUNEL assay displayed the highest level of cell apoptosis compared to those of other groups. It was interesting to note that unlike their powerful in vitro effect, free MIT showed only moderately evaluated antitumor efficacy. It was suggested that free MIT had a short half-value period wherein most of the drug would be metabolized and/or eliminated and only a small portion of injected dose could come into effect. In addition, MIT also suffered from untargeted distribution upon being introduced into the circulation system, which raises the concern that free MIT might exert undesirable side effects on the subjects.
Conclusion
In summary, we successfully prepared MIT-preloaded water-responsive PL-calcium carbonate hybrid nanoparticles (PL/ACC-MIT). The well-formed PL/ACC-MIT nanoparticles exhibited enhanced stability in various aqueous conditions and were capable of suppressing unwanted drug leakage at the extracellular level. After targeting FR-overexpressed HeLa cells, by selectively taking advantage of the high aqueous instability of ACC upon exposure to water, the PL/ACC-MIT nanoparticles could respond to the specific environment within the cancer cells to release their payload in an accelerated way, which achieved desirable tumor penetration and antitumor effects compared to those of the free drug, both in vitro and in vivo. 
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